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Letter from the Chair of F. of T.T.
Dear Friends,
I have been asked to submit a message to put in the wonderful newsletter to update you as
to what we are doing, and, in particular, what we are doing with the money you have
helped us to raise.
As you know, the late Mr Geoffrey Nuttall left us a substantial sum of money and it was
decided that it needed to be very carefully used rather than just fritter it away towards the
general upkeep of the Tower. We earmarked the window at the front of the Tower which
has been damaged for a long time. We decided to investigate what it might cost to
repair/replace.
The following summarises how far the Friends have got:
We engaged Richard Shuttleworth (Equilibrium Architects Ltd) and subsequently Gordon
Lyons (Lyons Stonework). Following Gordon’s inspection Richard Shuttleworth sent the
following email :
BEGIN email from Richard Shuttleworth “When you look at the basic costings that have been provided by Lyons Stonework, the
actual stonework element (for new cill, mullions, transoms and jamb stones (that is all
stone work except the window heads – which has significant support / propping implications)) appears to be around £6K, with the work to the window head (and hood over) being
around £3K - £4K.
For me the large unknown (and hence area of risk) is the cost of the temporary works
(scaffolding and support for the rest of the stonework / structure over the window, while
the works are being carried out), particularly the propping of the window head, which may
involve providing support for some of the roof structure behind the Dutch gable and which
may involve the construction of a separate support structure on the inside of the building
– down to ground floor level which can have a significant effect on first floor structure and
ground floor ceiling finishes etc.
The temporary works will need to be designed by a structural engineer or specialist
scaffolding company who is used to doing this kind of work. If you use an engineer (which
would be the preferred route given the status of the building) then this will involve a fee.
I suggest that what I am trying to say is that there is only so much that can be achieved
without spending money on good quality, professional advice, otherwise we run the risk
of making assumptions which prove to be incorrect and then things end up going pear
shaped in a big way – which is not really a good way forward at all.
Kind Regards, Richard
Richard Shuttleworth, Director, Equilibrium Architects Ltd., 435-437 Walmersley Road,
Bury BL9 5EU” END email from Richard Shuttleworth 1.

In light of Richard Shuttleworth’s email the Friends' committee agreed that we should ask
BwD to get the quotation for the full cost of the works for two reasons – first we are out of
our depth and second, we need a firm commitment from BwD to this project.
Once the Friends have received the quotation document(s) we will want to discuss our
financial contribution.
To this end we were told that to progress this matter it needs to be discussed at a meeting
of the Charitable Funds Committee (CFC) (i.e.the Trustees).
Regrettably this Committee, which is supposed to meet at least every 6 weeks, has not met
for many months hence we have been unable to make progress.
I contacted the Chair of the CFC expressing my concern that meetings had not been held
for some considerable time and, inter alia, reiterating how keen we were to progress the
repair to the damaged window.
The outcome was that at last the Chair of the CFC quickly arranged a meeting for the 6th
August 2018. Our Treasurer, Grainger Nelson, is the FOTT representative at these meetings, and elsewhere in this newsletter you will see his report. You will also see the Summary of just what FOTT contribute in money and time for the upkeep of the Tower in
case the CFC had forgotten what we were about.
The CFC has agreed, at last, that they will get the estimate for the repair of the window
so that we can then decide what we are prepared to contribute to its repair. Until we
know the cost involved we do not know what we will contribute and what we shall have
left. If you have any thoughts on what the funds should be spent on please let me know.
On the 22nd July, we had a very successful event on the Tower lawns, Art in the Garden.
I believe you will be able to read more about this elsewhere in the newsletter.
For future events inside the Tower, you may be pleased to know that you will be able to
sit more comfortably because we have purchased 75 padded and comfortable chairs to
replace the hideous plastic ones. We shall retain those for outdoor events.
Elsewhere in the Newsletter, you will find details of future events and although not finalised we anticipate having the wonderful Turton Fair back for 2019.
If you have any ideas for events we might put on we would always be very grateful to
hear from you.
The book “Turton Tower and its owners” by the late Mr W.G. Sharples continues to sell
well and it can also be purchased in W. H. Smith at Bolton town centre. To date we have
sold most of the original 200 run and we are about to order a further run of 100. We are
extremely grateful to the family of Bill Sharples who have kindly allowed FOTT to retain
the proceeds from the sales.
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Earlier this year sadly we lost Beryl Woffenden who, along with Jack Peet, was a founder of
the Friends of Turton Tower. We have a memorial to Jack and we are in the process of replacing the plaque to commemorate the founding by the pair of them.
In closing may I once again thank you for your continued wonderful support.
Graham Bonser
Chair of the Friends of Turton Tower
Tel: 07748902999

ALLY’S NEWS

It’s been quite a busy time since the last newsletter. In a personal capacity I’ve become
a Grandmother and just this month I’ve moved house. At the Tower, I’m pleased to say
that some successful events have taken place and there’s more to look forward to.
I’ve been working closely with members of The Friends of Turton Tower and I know
that some of them have articles in this newsletter about what we’ve been up to and what
we have planned. I don’t want to repeat things here as you can read about the Ghost
Tours from Peter Farley, and there’s a list of events coming up included in this newsletter.
One thing I would like to clarify is that Allison Kay-Porter and Ally Hodgson are one
and the same person…ME! I’ve been talking to some of the volunteers working in and
out of the Tower and I realized that all my names are causing confusion!!
I was Allison Kay-Porter and I still use an email account in this name. Five years ago I
married a Hodgson and thus changed to Allison Hodgson. As most people call me
Ally…….Ally Hodgson it is!!
I want to pass on my big thanks to the Collection Care Group for repairing the Tudor
Mistress Mary Costume and making a new head piece to perfectly match the outfit – and
for washing it too!
I’m looking forward to seeing the children’s Tudor outfits come back into use. Some of
the ladies are using their needlework skills repairing – but we are really short of boys’
Tudor outfits – if anyone has patterns to copy, please get in touch! There is even talk of
having family dressing up clothes available with a photo taken!
It was a delight to meet Australian and Oxfordshire visitors descended from James Kay
at the Tower recently. Contact details were swapped and I have lots more info on Turton
FC (anyone who knows me knows I’m a football fan!) – and the Wimbledon Mixed
Double Trophy won by John Charles Kay is still with the family in Oxfordshire!
I can see a heritage sport themed event/project here…!! Turton Tower and its families
have such a rich pool of information, artefacts and memories of stories that need to be
told….a never ending supply of potential ideas for exhibitions, displays and projects.
Bye for now,
Ally
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Summary for August 2018 Newsletter
Charitable Funds Committee (CFC) Meeting 6th August 2018
(Trustees)

The chair of the CFC apologised for the delay in calling this meeting occasioned by changes in
councillor representatives.
The Friends asked if a mirror could be fixed opposite the exit from the road from the Tower on
to Chapeltown Road. This was not approved because it could have liability implications.
The Friends had originally agreed to get a quotation to have the window at the Tower (the one
covered in polythene) repaired. Because the Tower is a Grade I listed building this has proved
far more difficult than envisaged. The CFC agreed that they would get the quotation. The
Friends will pay for or contribute to the repair out of the legacy received from Geoffrey Nuttall.
The Friends informed the CFC that we will pay for or contribute to the cost of draining the front
lawn at the Tower to make it usable in both dry and wet weather for events.
The Friends presented the CFC committee with the financial summary below to highlight the
monies spent by the Friends specifically on promoting and helping to maintain the Tower and
its grounds.
It was reported that the Heritage Lottery Grant application for approximately £1.6 million
pounds was not successful. Thanks were given to Rebecca Johnson (Arts and Heritage
Manager) who spent many months preparing this application on behalf of the project leader,
Cllr Jean Rigby. It was also reported that the maximum value of grant money that can now be
applied for is £1.0 million and must now be matched by at least 10% i.e. £100,000. Neither the
Council nor the Friends can raise this sort of money so the stables project is now on hold until
some future date when hopefully the financial climate will have improved.
Rebecca Johnson reported that she has applied for a licence to permit marriage ceremonies to
be conducted within the Tower. Plans are being developed to make space in one of the rooms
to accommodate up to 60. It was agreed by CFC committee members that this could become a
significant source of revenue which would ease the financial pressure on the Tower. The
Friends have agreed to work with Rebecca and the Tower Management to promote the Tower
as a wedding venue.

Grainger Nelson – CFC Committee representative
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£

Collections Care Group

£

Tower Guides

Collections Care Group

£

£
£
£

£

Promotion of Turton Tower

300.00

465.00
185.00
850.00

185.00

2,454.94

11.00

446.42
320.00
4,000.00
1,140.00

477.53

1,610.00

8,000.00

320.00

1,650.33

Total to
date:

£

£

Tower Garden Group

Collections Care Group

£

Tower running costs

£
£
£
£

£

Viewing Panel

Promotion of Turton Tower
Viewing Panel
Tower running costs
Tower Garden Group

£

Promotion of Turton Tower

2017-2018
Promotion of Turton Tower
Up to July 2018 Tower Guides
Tower Garden Group

2016-2017

2015-2016

2014-2015

£
22,415.22

£
1,800.00

£
2,639.94

£
5,917.42

£
12,057.86

Summary of Friends Cash Contribution to Turton Tower

Averaging at: £5,603.81 per year for last 4 years

Straight Cash Contributions:

Collections Care Group:

Garden:

This excludes the promotion of Friends events

Promotion of Turton Tower:

£
12,000.00

£
788.53

£
3,600.00

£
5,016.69
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Hours/Day
6
6
1

#People
4
4
3
24
24
3

Man Hours

Plus many more man hours on other activities too numerous to mention.

Location
Volunteers inside the
Tower:
Gardeners
Promotion

Each Year
£ 177.12
£ 177.12

Cost/day

£
22.14

£ 885.60

Cost/Wk

Estimate for the last 4 years:

£ 7.38
£ 7.38
£ 7.38

Rate

Conservative estimate of value of labour provided by volunteers / gardeners

£ 26,568.00
£
5,313.60
£
664.20
£ 32,545.80
£ 130,183.20

Cost/Season

Summer at Turton Tower
Thank you to everyone who has sent in articles and photographs for this summer’s
newsletter.
Much has been happening at the Tower since the previous newsletter, with many visitors
and some very different events. Ally arranged a sword fencing display in June, with more
planned for the future. It was a very entertaining and interesting day, discovering fascinating
facts about the history of sword fighting as well as displays put on throughout the day.

Just before the bride, groom and guests were due to arrive at a wedding held on the Tower
lawn in early June, a swarm of bees appeared and settled in a bush by the front door.
Thankfully all the bees were moved into a spare hive in the bee enclosure before first guests
of the wedding party started to appear.
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In June another new event, an evening guided Ghost
Tour, took place. This was very quickly booked up,
and is the first of several tours led by experienced
guides. Not only do those attending hear of all the
ghostly occurrences at the Tower, they meet for refreshments and a chat in the meeting room and view
much of the interior of the house.

In July we had a visit from Friends and Volunteers of
Clayton Hall, Manchester. In the past few years many of
us have visited the Hall in Clayton, so it was lovely to
meet up with many of them again and welcome them to
Turton Tower. The return visit was arranged by Turton
Tower’s Volunteer Co-ordinator, Eileen Prestwich. The
visitors also met up with volunteers from both garden
groups & FoTT members. Doreen Hough described her
childhood in the house and our visitors spent a very
enjoyable time at the Tower. For information on Clayton
Hall www.friendsofclaytonpark.org.uk

There have been “Meet the Artist” evenings at the
Chetham Arms, and a local artist, Charles MacDonald,
held an exhibition of his work in the Chetham Room. In
July local artists once again organised their annual “Art in
the Garden” with help from the Friends of Turton Tower,
and wonderful cakes and tea provided by one of the
Friends, Kate Bonser. As with all the summer events, this
one benefited from 2018’s hot, sunny weather.
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Throughout June there was an
exhibition of work by local artist
Charles MacDonald. Charles has a
rare genetic disease which affects
the skin and eyes, and has recently
been diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease. He works from “The
Shed” where a large window ensures maximum light and uses
large magnifiers to assist him.
Just over £900 was raised and this
was divided between the ParkinPictured left to right:
son Association and the Mayor’s
Cllr. Jean Rigby, Jean MacDonald, artist Charles MacDonald, a
Charity.
friend of the artist & Cllr. Colin Rigby.

“Art by Elise”
A Secret Doorway

Visitors relaxing & enjoying
the garden.

Even with the hot weather and lack of rain, the gardens have continued, thanks to all the
volunteers’ hard work in the Tower and Kitchen gardens, to look lovely and colourful, and are
greatly appreciated by the many visitors.
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The shop is looking bright and cheerful,
stocked with very reasonably priced articles,
including some lovely traditional toys for children, and beautiful hand made cards by Karen
Pilkington and local artist, Elise Hendry. Both
Elise and Karen have very kindly donated the
money raised from the sale of their greetings
cards to the Tower. If you haven’t yet visited
the shop, why not call in next time you are
around the Tower?
In the May newsletter a skilfully made wigwam, discovered in the woodland, was featured. In
this newsletter you will meet its creators.
Amongst the many visitors there are often descendants of the past owners and inhabitants of
Turton Tower, who are eager to find out more about their ancestors and can add to our
knowledge of people who are linked to the Tower and the area. Recently two descendants of
the Turton/Lathom families were able to provide information about the Turtons, past lords of
the manor of whom we hear little.
If your name is Turton, Lathom, Tarboc, Orrell, Chetham, Kay, Appleton or Knowles, maybe you
have information with which readers are not familiar. As well as the owners of the house, it
would be very interesting to hear about the people who worked there, whose stories have so
far been untold.
Please let us know if you have stories, information or photographs about the past of the Tower
and its people.
My apologies to Richard Carrington for not acknowledging him as the organiser of the trip to
Liverpool pictured in the May newsletter.
My apologies, again, for this newsletter going out later than intended. The next newsletter will
be November’s. Please could all material for this be in by November 5th at the very latest.
In The Garden
The garden group has worked throughout the summer months and been rewarded with beautiful displays of
flowers. Untidy, forgotten corners have
been weeded and brought back to life.
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The photograph above shows the lawn at its best after it had been mown by
Alan from Planto Ltd. Alan is pictured in the centre photo with members of the
garden group.
Not only are the gardens tended, but maintenance carried out on gates and
paths, the bees monitored and litter collected. Members of the garden
groups also do a wonderful job promoting the Tower and its activities when
chatting to visitors.

Tower Garden Group
“Whew!” What a summer, and it’s not over yet. It’s cooler now with small intermittent bursts of rain - perfect for some of us who had projects lined up, when out came
the sun and suddenly no energy to do them. But maybe the summer months are for
doing just that, going slower or even sitting in the garden enjoying the fruits of our labour.
The garden group may be working slower with the hot days, but are just as busy. The
main job has been the watering. Never did we think that a hosepipe long enough to
reach down to the round garden would be a necessity as the beds in and around it
spent the early spring almost underwater. Watering in hot spells needed buckets,
buckets and more buckets to keep everything alive. It has come through. The beds are
now establishing themselves, with shrubs slowly getting bigger and higher and out of
nibbling range. Some of us have seen two weasels or stoats (they’re very fast), and we
think they are keeping down the rabbit population.
The benches have been given the annual scrub and preventative treatment, the
railings and gate at the bottom of the drive are almost finished, giving the garden a look
that someone cares. The other job that makes the garden neat and tidy is the lawn
mown regularly. The Tower staff now employ a contractor who has promised to come
more often, and so far this has made a huge difference.
Robin has been keeping the balsam down and trimming the hedges. Janet is making
the back of the Tower look as welcoming as the front, giving edges to the paths and
planting up the pile of stones which were giving the site a neglected look, and now
making it into a feature.
When you’re in a situation for a period of time, you don’t notice the
small changes that make a huge difference. When visitors come to the garden, and
especially one man who used to be in charge of maintenance at the Tower tells you
you’ve made a good job, well, it all makes it worthwhile!
We don’t get many summers like this one, certainly I can’t remember
that many in my lifetime, so, as Monty says, “You know that we will eventually have rain,
wind, snow and hail, so while we have such lovely weather, just sit, pour yourself a glass
of something cool, and enjoy.”
Sandra Isherwood
“Sunshine is delicious, rain is refreshing, wind braces us up, snow is exhilarating; there is
really no such thing as bad weather, only different kinds of good weather.” John Ruskin
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Kitchen Garden : July 2018.
What an amazing, worrying, brilliant few months it has been for weather in the kitchen
garden. From worrying about rain and cold and whether anything would grow well to a
wonderful abundance of colour and beauty! The garden has been at its best this year, better
than we have seen it and that has been down to the hard work the volunteers have been
doing in the garden. Planting, digging, watering, weeding, dead heading and on top of that
there have been more new designs in the garden. A step design has been created in the first
bed as you enter the garden…see if you can find it. Cleverly designed to blend in with the
planting it adds a mysterious quality to the bed and leads the eye upwards.
Also the White Bed is in place in the third bed along from the gate entrance and there has
been, and still is, a beautiful collection of very varied white flowers…….although a few
other colours managed to slip in! But that is the excitement of planting design!
This year we decided to develop one of the garden beds as a white garden. This took a lot
of planning and marking out in January. In May we planted out many varieties of white
plants many of which we had grown from seed. To add height, we got creative making
willow obelisks and planting them with clematis and white sweet peas; it just added that
extra dimension. Finally, this month with enormous white dahlias, tall veronicastrum and
white cosmos all in flower together, at last all our hard work has paid off. We have also
made another herbaceous border opposite the original one. The plants nearest the white bed
are all yellow, orange and red so that it creates a real contrast and shows off the white
planting. We have divided plants in the garden, raised some plants from seed and bought
some plants that are unusual, to add interest. The border looks lovely with lots of colour.
The feedback from visitors has been fantastic.
On a more practical note but equally important work we have finalised improving the
compost area now and the wooden sections have been painted a lovely shade of blue! The
“lads” (youngest is 50) put a lot of graft into completing it together with the section next to
it which we call our resource area which has been paved and tidied up. We use Dean’s Den
for our coffee time and chat….all very important aspects of the group cohesion I feel.
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We have three new volunteers in the last few months…..Hazel, Judith and Zahra. They are
true grafters and can talk for England!! But they are great and very welcome indeed! We
hope they will stay with us and contribute to the ongoing development of the garden.
We are now harvesting some of our vegetables so if you call into the garden do help
yourselves…..they are in Dean’s shed! A donation would be very gladly received.
Events to raise money have been very successful this year. Fashion shows, coffee mornings,
quizzes, and a new one…Trash and Treasure have brought in a very steady amount of
money. And a big thank you to all who have bought plants off the stall by the café….a very
steady income but vital to us as we have no regular income. Hopefully we have applied for
another grant to build some raised beds this coming year. And we now have our own
website so have a look at photos.
Have a very enjoyable Summer, and if you have any thoughts and ideas for the garden do
let us know by posting them in the donations box.
The Kitchen Garden Team July 2018

Thank you Nancy for assisting me with this newsletter, and all our volunteers.
The Kitchen Garden
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Walking Group – Sunday 15th July
The day dawned sunny and warm, as had pretty much the whole of the previous
month. A small group met at the Tower with the promise of doing Eileen’s walk up to
Musbury Heights, which was postponed from March when the cloud base was too low
and there was snow on the ground. Some keen walkers were unable to come on the
day and as there is little shade on Musbury Heights we chickened out again and
decided on a local stroll!
We followed our noses over the railway bridge by the Stables, heading up towards
Turton Golf course and past Torra Barn, which one of the group couldn’t remember
having visited in the past. Fortunately we didn’t need to dodge any golf balls, the sun
was warm and there was a gentle breeze. Torra Barn does look very proud and
imposing in it’s elevated position with such tremendous views over the surrounding
countryside.
Carrying on along the back of Egerton we passed various farms, up a narrow path
overgrown with nettles, then gradually uphill where we were treated to a story about
a “whistling stone”. The only thing that we could find that might fit the bill is in the photo
(actually it’s Cilla!) – when the wind is in the right direction it may make a noise!
Nearing the top of the plateau we found a suitable ruined wall to rest for lunch, only
to find that the “Flat Earth Society” had been there before us. We could clearly see
where the fires had been on the eastern side of Winter Hill and at one stage we
thought we could see smoke on the crest, but came to the conclusion that it was a
“dust devil”, a tornado like effect brought about by the heat and the wind carrying ash
from the fires. The yachts on Delph reservoir were moving nicely, even though the
water level was low. On the far side of Belmont Road are two reservoirs, one of which
the helicopters used to douse the fires.
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With such a good view across the valley to Winter Hill our break for lunch
extended and extended until we were embarrassed into moving by returning dog
walkers who had first passed by as we were sitting down. Meandering onwards
over the high point we lost the views to the west and gained the view to the east,
looking over the Wayoh, Entwistle and Edgworth to Haslingden Grane, Musbury
and Holcombe Tower and beyond to the Pennines and Derbyshire hills.
We negotiated our way down over the fortunately very dry ground towards Greens
Arms Road, but once there turned right along the trackway back towards the
Tower. Diverting to cross the railway line at the eco houses we re-entered the
Tower grounds at the Station Road end. A very pleasant, gentle outing. So it could
be third time lucky for Eileen’s planned walk next time!
RAH 20.7.18

For information on the walking Group, please contact Robin Heywood. raheywood48@gmail.com
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Ghostly Walks in the Tower

Peter S. Farley

Apart from displaying its architectural history, Turton Tower hosts numerous stories of a
paranormal nature. On a recent glorious evening, around seventeen people gathered at
the old iron gates, by the entrance to the Tower. They had come to take part in the second
'Ghost Tour' of this year. The event was headed by Steve Irwin (Education Officer at
Blackburn with Darwen Council) and Allison Kay-Porter (Events and Activities Co-ordinator for Turton Tower). The 'Ghost Tours' are fast becoming a popular attraction amongst
the curious of the supernatural.
Whilst ambling up the long driveway, the majestic buildings of Turton Tower came into
view. They presented a perfect backdrop to the eerie stories that were made known. One
such tale related to a lady photographer. In the latter part of the 1980s she attended a
celebratory function inside the Tower. It was to acknowledge the new installation of
floodlighting to the outside of the buildings. As the lady left the Tower she snapped a few
views with a small camera. Her desire was to capture the newly illuminated scene. But it
turned out that she caught something quite surprising. At that time digital photography
was something of the future. The lady took the camera's film to the chemist shop to have
it developed. A few days later she went to collect the finished photos. To her amazement
she saw distinct ghostly shapes on two of them. They were deep white in colour and floated
high above the ground. She declared that they had not been visible when the photos were
made!
Steve and Allison, or Ally, as she prefers to be called, invited the visitors to enter the Tower.
Stepping into the grand entrance area everyone was seemingly transported back in time.
Suits of armour stood in corners of the room. Antique oil paintings and ancient weaponry
festooned the walls. An elegant polished wooden staircase beckoned the curious to ascend.
The destination was to be the Ashworth and Bradshaw bedrooms. Unsuspectingly, the
followers entered the Ashworth bedroom. Steve Irwin stood next to a square cabinet. It was
covered by a black cloth. He proceeded to relate the story of two human skulls that had
found their way into Turton Tower. Not without some earthly assistance I might add.

With the skulls are Steve Irwin and Allison Kay-Porter
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Originally, during the Victorian period, they had been unearthed at a local farmer's field.
Upon taking them into the farmhouse, severe poltergeist activity began. After many
attempts to pacify the disturbances, the farm people gave the skulls to the owner of
Bradshaw Hall. He placed them on top of the family's Holy Bible and all was at rest. At the
time when Bradshaw Hall was demolished, Turton Tower coincidentally acquired museum
status. It naturally followed that the skulls should find a new home at the Tower.
At the opportune moment and with a theatrical gesture, Steve Irwin removed the black cloth
from the cabinet. The two skulls were revealed. Some members of the crowd gasped. Others
raised their eyebrows. But fortunately for all; the skulls are kept on the Holy Bible!
After entering into the adjacent Bradshaw bedroom further eerie tales were told. They
included one that was experienced by a lady employee, of a few years ago. As she was
entering the room she saw a ghostly figure wearing a hooded-gown. Needless to say, she
didn't stay long enough to ask questions!
Finally, some minutes later, the skin chilling stories had all been spoken. And as the group
moved out of the room, a look of relief was noticed on certain faces.
Thankfully the tour had some lighter moments. There was a time for resting one's legs and
for enjoying some refreshment. Delicious cakes and various drinks were provided for the
gallant explorers of the mystique. The knowledgeable guides announced that further walks
are planned for the future. But if you are thinking of joining a group, ask yourself this
question. Are you brave enough to attend?

The Collections Care Group
The June meeting of the Collections Care Group was primarily to find out what costumes
are going to be needed at the Tower for school visits and if the ladies of the group are
capable of sewing them.
It began with a walk around the Tower to familiarize ourselves with Fire Escape procedures, accompanied by much discussion en route.
The box of costumes already in store was opened, and Jean offered to repair a lovely green
dress. Julie decided to make a new hat and wash a soiled skirt and Flo took a pattern to
make simple vintage clothes.
As more Community Groups and Schools are visiting the Tower and Communitree is
trialling for the next six months, a discussion followed as to whether items in the rooms
will be “dust-covered” for the duration of the winter months. Our covers are now in
storage near the rooms they are for, and our growing stash of vintage-style material is
bagged and labelled in the Butler’s Room for easy access.
The group meets every third Thursday of each month and we will welcome anyone able to
sew or help to clean the rooms.
Please contact Avril on 01204 302830 or 07528027645 for more details.
Avril Binns
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Meet the Artists
We all enjoyed the May “Meet the Artist” event when the artist was Elise Hendry. Elise has
enjoyed the countryside & animals all her life, but she especially loves horses as her family
had horses when she was a young girl. Elise has observed horses’ movements & their body
composition and fascinated everyone by demonstrating drawing two horses during the
evening. We were all very impressed!

Two pictures by Elise
Dave Hendry, Margaret Howe & Elise Hendry

Dave Hendry is also an artist and his work could be seen at “Art in the Garden”.
The following month the artist was Andy Duggan who gave a lively and interesting talk on
how he came to be an artist and discussed his work, some of which was on display at the
Chetham.

Andy Duggan

Everyone is welcome to come to Meet the Artist evenings which are generally held the last
Tuesday of each month at the Chetham Arms in Chapeltown. It’s always very enjoyable meeting the artists, a raffle, food and drink available from the bar - & free entry!
Margaret Howe
For further details on these evenings please contact Margaret Howe on 01204 595265
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Ophaboom! And other theatre: An exercise in perseverance.
It was in the early 90s that we started to stage outdoor theatre at Turton Tower, usually in
tandem with the same performances at Gawthorpe Hall. There would be just four nights, two
at each in the first instance, but this grew as theatre proved popular, expedient and rewarding
in terms of numbers of people and pounds taken.
We started off with good weather. We all know what our Lancashire summers are like: we buy
our BBQ sets, garden furniture, wire up outdoor lighting for the Arcadian summer evenings we
look forward to and when we get just one or two evenings of the right conditions, it means our
investments were worthwhile. It was the same with the outdoor theatre programme at the Tower.
Our first experiment was with Off the Ground Theatre Company; a group of mostly charming,
aspiring Merseysiders, many on their way to become love interest stars in Hollyoaks, consuming summer months stealing hearts ploughing through rigorous Shakespeare for experience and
our entertainment.
I say ‘our’ entertainment, yet the Tower staff hardly got to see much of what they were doing
on stage. We were too busy with behind the scenes: Judith juggling box office and night time
tea room, Bob and I trying to squeeze everyone into the car park and dealing with ‘I want to
speak to the manager’ questions:
What happens if it rains?
You get wet.
It took us a few seasons to get the confidence and sense to shorten the truth to three words.
You do. You get
Wet.
Or bitten.
Or sunburnt.
Cold even.
It’s what happens in the West Pennine Moors in
the summer.

Off the Ground moved from Shakespeare to Terry
Pratchett, and seemed to be rather good at it, although we only saw rehearsals. Dan, big voice and
presence but not a very tall lad, the leader of OtG,
was a very believable thespian but the only thing
Judith saw of him in costume was his attempting to
climb into a barrel, in which he was meant to hide,
but poor Dan just couldn’t get in.
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“Dan, why don’t you incorporate that bit into the play?”
It didn’t go down well.
As Outdoor Theatre took off, I engaged a London-based touring company of five really lovely
actors who were ‘Ophaboom’. Whereas OtG camped out on the tennis court, Ophaboom wrote
into their contracts that they had to be given accommodation so, they came to stay with me in
Ramsbottom; the leader slept in my roof.
Another company of bright youngish actors came for one season (Rogue Herries - I think, I
can’t find the poster to remind me) and they too camped on the relatively dry and drained tennis
court, but when one of the boys damaged his hand dismantling the stage, he had to be rushed off
to Bury General for stitches. The lady who took him was told by the doctor, ‘Watch him all
night’. So, I made sure she could. I put this couple together in my spare bedroom, just in time
for the door handle to fall off and trap them in there. They sent me a card at Christmas to thank
me for my hospitality, and that they now were indeed a couple. Oh.
Matchmaking is one of the many things that is now added to my job description.
On a less romantic note, I had successfully fought for the development of the outside toilets to
be built in the disused garage (including a shower for actors, artists and ranger volunteers). The
problem with performances I found, was that they have intervals, which mean queues that need
to move quickly, and toilets need to work.
“Bob, we have a blockage. Where’s the plunger?” I asked on the walkie talkie.
“We haven’t got one, Martin.”
I’m going to leave a blank line here, but it involves the job description again.
The threat of rain was very stressful for us all. Yet, we always had an audience. Sometimes, the
weather was ideal. We would normally be licensed to hold performances during daylight and
dusk hours, Monday to Saturday. Most performances were Friday and Saturday evening but I
moved the Saturday to an afternoon to give people a matinee choice and a chance to be in sunshine.
One Ophaboom afternoon performance was on a hot July afternoon, for which the public were
ill prepared, arriving with their usual wellies and, Jeff (Ophaboom player) stopped dead in the
middle of his lines when he saw in the audience a lady decked out in a beekeeper's outfit.
“I’m keeping the midges off,” she said proudly.
Ophaboom, as true professionals, were great at dealing with the changing natural conditions and
integrating the audiences into the play.
A new line in ‘Much Ado’:(actor to actor, standing under a sycamore)
“ Trying to keep out of the rain are you? It shows just how wet you are!”.
The wonderful public were very stoic: it takes a certain person to go to outdoor theatre and keep
coming back, as many did. When the rain was heavy, there would be a significant applause of
support for the performers. It was all too much one year though, when we were staging a play
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by Sheridan (‘The Rivals’), which involved the wearing of heavy, multi layered costumes and
full, eighteenth century style wigs which got soaked. These hung out to dry behind the stage in
the boiler room but I bet would have taken a week to dry properly. It was at this stage that we
stopped having plays in August. August is wet. Also the light fades early so many weeks after
midsummer’s day, whereas in late June a play may carry on under just two flood lights on the
front lawn until well after 9.

We didn’t stop selling tickets because of repeated wet performances, the demand carried on.
We did though have some performances that were better than others, some companies adapted
better to the Tower than others and, sadly for us, the best actors went on to do other things.
Ophaboom toured in France in drier conditions and moved on; some of the other lights went on
to shine in Hollyoaks.
It was a lot of fun running outdoor theatre, it was even fun for the ticket holders coming to see
comedies. But one of the best bits was Dan trying to get into a barrel. I think he got there in
time for the play.
Martin Dowland
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Silver School of Arms are coming to Turton Tower

Silver School of Arms are coming to Turton Tower in 2018 with weapons handling and
sword displays. Silver School of Arms is a HEMA group which stands for Historical
European Martial Arts, and to be HEMA an activity must be drawn from a recognised
historical source, it must originate in Europe and it must be a historical fighting art.
Silver School of Arms educate, undertake study of and conduct research in Historical
European Martial Arts, through interpreting period documents, analysing period
weapons, other relevant sources and articles and putting them into practice as a
Martial Art. They primarily train in the style of George Silver (c. 1555–1620s), an
English gentleman who lived during the late 16th and early 17th centuries. His
treatise "Paradoxes of Defence" was published in 1599, followed in around 1605 with
"Brief Instructions" and the Thornborrow manuscript which remained unpublished
until 1898. We also study other treatises such as Royal Armouries Ms. I.33 also
known as the Walpugis fechbuch, the oldest European fight manual c1300 as well as
Di Grassi, His True Arte of Defence a rapier text from 1594, and Fiore Dei Liberi’s Flos
Duellatorum from 1409, Filippo Vadi’s Gladiatoria Dimicandi from 1482-85 and the
Longsword Treatise of Sigmund Ringeck from 1440.
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HEMA is different to re-enactment, live-action role play, stage combat and Olympicstyle or ‘sport’ fencing. There are activities which are to a greater or lesser degree
related to HEMA, and often with transferrable skills, but they are not the same thing.
At the risk of excessive generalisation:
Re-Enactment is about putting on a show and re-creating the look and feel of a
period in history. Re-enactors are often very skilled with their weapons and knowledgeable about them, but their focus is different to that of a HEMA group.
Live Action Role Play is a game wherein players act out stories set in a fictional
world. LARPers may or may not be knowledgeable about real-world history or
weapons use.
Stage Combat is a specialist skillset aimed at making a fight look exciting and
convincing. Some elements of stage combat are historically authentic, others have
nothing to do with actual combat but look dramatic on the stage or screen.
Olympic-Style or ‘Sport’ Fencing is the modern descendant of traditional swordplay. It is governed in the UK by British Fencing. Olympic-style fencing is electrically
judged and is highly competitive, with technique geared more towards scoring under
the current rule set than using the weapon as if it were sharp.
Silver School of Arms incorporate both scholarship and fighting ability in varying
proportions. While studying historical swordplay and related martial arts, they do not
pretend to live in the past but do aim to educate members of the public about HEMA
through displays and weapons handling at historical and heritage sites, including
Turton Tower in 2018.
David Casserly
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The Mystery Wigwam in the Woodland
Early in the spring a wigwam or maybe a twigwam mysteriously appeared in the Tower
woodland. No one knew who had constructed it until one day one of the gardening group
met four visitors to the Tower - Noah and Joshua with their Mum and Grandma. While
chatting with them, he discovered that the two brothers, with a little help from their mum
and grandma, had built this wonderful structure of twigs gathered from the branches lying
on the ground. Below, Kim, mother of Noah and Joshua writes about building the
wigwam.
M.B.

My sons are called Noah (age 7) and Joshua (age 2).The wigwam was
originally built on April 6th, a typical Spring day - grey and overcast with
sprinkles of rain here and there. We'd visited Turton Tower with the idea to
walk around and maybe see a train, but when we got to the wooded area,
we saw that there was a pile of branches and Grammy (Grandma Larraine)
had promised to build a wigwam with the boys and we thought Ooo let's give
it a try.
Well, we had such fun, looking for suitable branches, putting them in the right
place correctly (thick part at the base). 45 minutes later we had our wigwam.
We have visited two or three times since, to check to see if it was still there, as
there were a couple of strong storms in April and we were hoping that it had
survived, which it had! We've added each time and are so pleased to see
that the vines have now started to intertwine and make it even stronger and
part of nature.
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The boys have taken such delight in doing this and are always so excited to
see if it's there. A wonderful outdoor experience, costing nothing to do but
giving the children hours of entertainment .… what more could one wish for?
Kim Tulin

Thank you Kim, Larraine, Noah and Joshua for your wigwam, an imaginative and very
appropriate addition to the woodland.

Volunteering
Volunteers do a tremendous and much appreciated amount of work in and
around the Tower, and their efforts help towards the upkeep of the Tower and
its surroundings, and hopefully, too, in securing the future of the Tower. This
can be seen in the Treasurer’s accounts in this newsletter.
Below are contact details if you would like to join any of the groups. You do not
have to be a Friend of Turton Tower to volunteer, although many volunteers are
also “Friends”. Both volunteers & FoTT contribute much to the Tower, and all
groups would be very pleased to enlist new members. The Turton Tower
website provides contact details for joining these, www.turtontower.co.uk
and other contact details are listed below.
Volunteering in the Tower eileenprestwich@hotmail.co.uk
01204 853201
or contact Turton Tower on 01204 852203
Collections Care avrilbinns@gmail.com
Tower Gardening Group sandraisherwood6@gmail.com
Kitchen Garden Group annaharvey451@btinternet.com
FoTT Membership sjrhodes@sky.com
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Turton Tower links with Linenopolis
Following my recent Newsletter articles on the flax spinning invention and industrial career
of James Kay, a recent visit to Northern Ireland enabled me to examine first-hand the
connection between the Tower and the Irish linen industry.
As my description of Kay’s industrial legacy demonstrated in my October 2017 article, Irish
industrial historians such as Gill [1] and McCutcheon [2] state firmly that Kay’s invention was
the cause of the survival and reversal of fortunes of the Irish linen industry during the
1825-1840 period, which then paved the way for its growth and world dominance during the
latter half of the nineteenth century, reaching its peak in the years immediately before World
War 1 and continuing as a major world linen producer until after World War 2 when decline
set in, partly due to the rise of the competing man-made fibre industry and the movement of
cotton manufacture to cheaper producing areas. By 1840, the industry was firmly concentrated
in Ulster and Belfast was the established centre for manufacturing and commercial activities
– hence its unofficial title of “Linenopolis” to mirror the “Cottonopolis” sobriquet for Manchester.
Unlike the NW of England where there is no single centre to celebrate the industrial history of
its cotton enterprises, in Northern Ireland there is the Irish Linen Centre in Lisburn, just
outside of Belfast. While other museums such as the Ulster Museum, Belfast and the Irish Folk
and Transport Museum, Holywood, include exhibits referring to the rise and fall of the linen
industry, the Lisburn museum is dedicated to it and so well worth a visit. Below are photographs of the building and some exhibits. The Centre is located right in the centre of Lisburn
and so easy to find. Surprisingly, however, signs to it when approaching Lisburn are few and
far between and so the museum is not publicised to the degree that it should be.

I had been in contact with the Research Officer before arriving at the museum mentioning my
interest in Turton Tower so that I could “gain an introduction” perhaps to some of the archives
not on public show. Before meeting him, I asked one of the curators who he considered to be
the inventor of the flax spinning system to which his immediate answer was “Kay”. This
confirmed, then, what the historians were saying and refuted the “English claims” promulgated by John Marshall of Leeds and his successors during the 1835-45 period as outlined in my
article of July 2017 in which I described how James Kay’s patent was invalidated following
litigation by Marshall. It is generally true that the winners write the history books and
Marshall’s wish to destroy James Kay and his invention during the 1830-40 period and his
eventual victory, assisted by his enormous wealth, appears to have consigned the name of Kay
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to the dustbin of English linen industrial history. The irony, however, is that while most of the
English linen industry, and especially John Marshall’s large number of mills in Leeds, which
had closed by 1886, were driven out of business by the end of the nineteenth century, the Irish
industry prospered well into the 20th century. Ironically, from 1840 onwards the Irish linen
industry effectively replaced the competing Irish cotton industry while in mainland UK, the
converse occurred. During the American Civil War, when the UK cotton industry was affected
by the so-called “cotton famine”, the Irish linen industry exploited this opportunity and
assisted in its continued growth into the twentieth century.
Of specific interest to me behind the visit was to discover whether there was a Mulholland
archive since it was Thomas and Andrew Mulholland, who were already experimenting during
1827/28 with the “new” flax wet spinning process when their cotton mill in Henry St., off
York St., was destroyed by fire in 1828. They decided to rebuild the mill and convert to flax
spinning, opening a 5000 spindle flax-spinning mill in Belfast in 1830 based on his invention.
This was the first wet spinning mill to be steam powered (with a 60 hp engine) and by 1856
had expanded to 25,000 spindles and was considered to be one of the largest flax spinning
mills in the World.
So the question might be asked is “where did James Kay and his invention fit into this story
of industrial growth?” It is known that the Mulholland brothers’ business partner John Hind
managed to gain access to some of the great flax spinning mills in Leeds at this time and had
machinery made for the new mill based on what he had seen. Whether or not he visited James
Kay is not known but it is most likely that the company paid Kay royalties based on his 1825
patent [3]. The interest in Kay’s invention in Ireland had started in 1825 when his patent was
issued and the Irish Linen Board encouraged a number of small water-powered mills to
convert to his process from this time and so it may be assumed that these mills too would pay
Kay royalties on the yarn sales they generated.
In 1864 T. & A. Mulholland was sold and incorporated as a limited company known as the
York Street Flax Spinning Company [4]. This company continued into the early 1960s after
which it was closed and demolished. A 1920s map of its location in Belfast is shown below;
note that the weaving section is identified. By this time, many of the major flax spinning
companies were also involved in the more profitable weaving of linen fabrics.

York Street Mill, Belfast, c1880.Artist: J Kirchner

Location of the York St Flax Spinning C.,
OS 15” map 1920
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Unfortunately at this time there is no comprehensive history of the firm although, hopefully,
there may be some archives yet to be discovered.
Today, there is almost no linen industry outside of craft weavers remaining and Thomas
Ferguson (est. 1854) of Bancroft in County Down is one of the few remaining Irish linen
weavers and their damask weaving of traditional household linens is unique in the Province.
On the company website:
(http://www.fergusonsirishlinen.com/pages/index.asp?title2=History-of-IrishLinen&title1=About-Linen)
is a concise history of the Irish linen industry in which a considerable number of references to
Kay’s invention feature.
However, talking with one of the other staff members of the Lisburn museum, I was told that
finding an Irish linen product in which the yarns are spun in Ireland is almost impossible since
the majority of weavers use imported yarns, more often than not from China. As happened
with the cotton industry in the second half of the 20th century, when mills shut, their
machinery was bought by Far Eastern and Asian interests. However, the lady in question
produced a genuine Irish linen tea towel in which she assured me that the warp and weft yarns
had been spun in Ireland by a craft spinner – for the princely sum of £6. I bought a towel,
which may soon be truly a “collector’s item”!
It appears that the Turton Tower connection with James Kay has not been really recognised by
the museum and so I have offered to assist in developing a suitable exhibit should the staff be
interested. Watch this space!
1. C.Gill, The Rise of the Irish Linen Industry, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1925, pp 316-317
2. W.A.McCutcheon, “The Industrial Archaeology of Northern Ireland”. HMSO for
the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, 1980, pp283-324
3. British patent 5226, J Kay, Improved machinery for preparing and spinning flax,
hemp and other fibrous substances by power, July 1825
4. https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/York_Street_Flax_Spinning_Co
Richard Horrocks copyright 2018

James Kay’s window in the morning room
at Turton Tower showing the bright blue
flowers of the flax plant.
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Art in the Garden: July, 2018
Organised by Harwood Painting Group

This year’s event was the best yet, with help from Margaret Howe & Friends of Turton
Tower.
It was a great success, attracting local Art Groups and individual artists along with
Crafters. The standard was very high with several artists making sales of their work, and
with the tea and cake marquee, everyone enjoyed a great day out.
Our sponsor, Ken Bromley Art Supplies, came along and was very impressed with the
quality of the event.
I would like to thank all those who made the event the great success it was.
Derek Haslam: Chairman,
Harwood Painting Group

Art in the Garden
Judging by the public’s donations and generous
comments this was a terrific success.
Frank and the artists brought along four excellent
helpers who between them put up the marquees under Frank’s direction.
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Margot did a great job running the raffle, selling Teddy Bears and the exquisite cards of
Turton Tower produced and donated by the artist Elise.
Sarah and Jean organised the bar, not easy without a fridge, but I have to say every glass
of wine I had was cold! The benches around the circular rose garden were always taken
with people enjoying the tranquillity, flowers and a glass of wine.
Kate, “Kate’s Cakes” made over £440 with help from Pauline and Alice. Kate’s Cakes,
look just like Disney cartoon cakes, you cannot help but smile when you see them. Kate
should dress up as Mini Mouse next year.
Thank you Ally for running round and selling the remaining raffle tickets and to Rebecca
who came to join us, on the first day of her holiday, we do appreciate your participation,
and support.
Thank you to Margaret, the event organiser - your loss of sleep was well worth it – let’s
make sure we enter it into the Tower Diary for next year. And finally a heart-felt thanks
to all of you who helped and are too numerous to mention.
Grainger Nelson

I’ve been interested in art from being very young and studied at college in Kent to foundation degree before
pursuing my other passion; horses (and animals in general). I returned to art in 2010 when I joined a local art
group (although I’d never actually stopped as I completed a number of portrait commissions during the previous
20 years)
I decided that it was time to take the plunge in art and turned professional in 2014..... and it’s been quite a ride!
Since then I have increased the number of commissions that I have undertaken as well as starting my own art
groups in Westhoughton and Chorley which have approx 60 members between them. I sell art in quite a few
local establishments and have exhibited my art locally, in Derby and Kent. I recently had the honour to
undertake a commission for the Mayor of Chorley, a landscape of Rivington Barn, which now hangs in Chorley
Council Offices.
I create art in a number of media: watercolour, pastels, acrylic, charcoal etc and my subjects are often animals
and people, although I’m painting an increasing number of landscapes since moving to Horwich over 3 years
ago.
Art has been ever-present in my life along with my love for animals, especially horses as my family owned a
number when I was young. Art has also even been instrumental in my meeting the love of my life - my husband,
Dave, who I married in June 2017.
I was very pleased to be asked by the Friends of Turton Tower to take part in a “Meet the Artist” in May 2018
followed by an exhibition of my work at the Chetham Arms. I love meeting people and chatting to them about
art so it was with great pleasure that I attended the recent “Art in the Garden” event at Turton Tower when both
myself and Dave met some lovely people.
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I was delighted to donate some greetings cards to be sold in support of fundraising for this beautiful building
and its grounds.
I look forward to future art involvement in support of this very worthwhile cause and thank the Friends of
Turton Tower for allowing me to be part of it.
Anyone who would like to see more of my art, consider a commission, buy art or greeting cards.... or even
try some art tuition, can find me on Facebook by searching for “Art by Elise UK” or visit my website at
www.ArtByEliseUK.com or email me at ArtByElise@outlook.com
Elise - July 2018

A sketch of a horse Elise drew quickly as a demonstration
of her style at the Meet the Artist.

For the first time in six years Dean Taylor was back to do a production of Tom Stoppard’s comedy,
“Heroes”. The event was organised by BwDBC.
P. N.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sunday 26th August - Sword Display & Handling – Silver School of Swords
Silver School of Arms have their second appearance at Turton Tower and bring
with them a selection of ancient weaponry. With expert handlers, this is a
chance to explore historical swords in more depth and learn about the real sword
fighting skills used in Elizabethan England.
Organised by BWDBC
Meet the Artist
These evenings will start again on the 25th September with the delightful Aruna
Mene. These are usually held on the last Tuesday of most months, from 7:30p.m.
at the Chetham Arms. Entry is free and food available from the bar.

Saturday 22nd September - Evening Ghost Tours
An introduction to the haunted happenings, eerie experiences and chilling tales
of the Tower, its historical collections, artefacts and grounds. Led by
experienced (spirit) guides, even the most sceptical of spirits will have an
evening to remember. 6:30pm –9:00pm £12 per person. Refreshments Included.
Organised by BWDBC
Friday 26th October Halloween Walk
The friends of Turton Tower are having their very popular 4th Halloween walk.
Help is needed to hide in the woods and scare the living daylights out of the kids
and adults, hang bodies from trees and set up as many scary things as possible!
The scarier the better. We will be having a meeting in the Chetham pub about a
month before to plan the event so if you could help please come along. We will
post a date and time for the meeting on facebook and on Turton Tower’s website
www.turtontower.co.uk. We will announce on facebook and the website
www.turtontower.co.uk when tickets will be on sale and where you can buy
them.
Organised by FoTT
Sunday 28th October - Sword Display & Handling – Silver School of Arms
Silver School of Arms have their third appearance at Turton Tower and bring
with them a selection of ancient weaponry. With expert handlers, this is a
chance to explore historical swords in more depth and learn about the real
sword fighting skills used in Elizabethan England. Live displays throughout the
day 11:00am- 3:30pm.
Organised by BWDBC
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Wednesday 31st October Halloween Ghost Tour –
To be confirmed
A large school group has booked in to do a ghost stories session on this date so the evening
ghost tour may/may not go ahead dependant on staff availability. Keep an eye on facebook
and website as well as the Tower reception for further updates.
Organised by BWDBC
Saturday 3rd November - Cromwell
The Alternative history of Oliver Cromwell performed by Dean Taylor and written by
Dennis Crompton. We welcome back Dean after last year’s successful Richard III at St
Anne’s Church. This year he will be performing in the authentic setting of Turton Tower
- Humphrey Chetham (a Cromwell supporter) garrisoned parliamentary troops in Turton
Barn during the civil war. This event is being organised and headed up by Ally and Karen
for Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council with the help of the Friends Events
Committee. Tickets £15 discounted to £13.50 if you are a friend of Turton Tower. The
ticket price includes supper. Licensed Bar available. To reserve a place contact Turton
Tower until the 28th of October on 01204 852203 or Pat Nelson 01204 853282.
Organised by BWDBC and FoTT
Tuesday 27th November - A Lancashire Night
John Brunt has offered to organise a Lancashire night. The Events Committee will be
working with John to make this a real success. Details will follow via email, facebook
and our website later.
Organised by FoTT
Saturday 8th December - The Friends Christmas Party Margaret is organising our usual Friends Christmas party at the King Bill.
Details will follow via email, facebook and our website later.
Organised by FoTT
December 2018 - Victorian Christmas at Turton Tower
Turton Tower is having another Victorian Christmas. I wasn’t there last year but from
what I’ve heard it was a beautiful Christmas atmosphere in the Tower and much enjoyed
by both children and adults.
Organised by BWDBC and FoTT
P. Nelson

A Message from Ally (Allison Kay-Porter)
There is an eclectic mix of events and activities at Turton Tower from
Historical Sword Fencing Demonstrations and Ghost Tours to Indoor theatre
and Victorian Christmas. School visits are welcome too with Meet the Tudors,
Creative writing with Ghost stories and Homes from the Past sessions. Blackburn
with Darwen Council who manage the Tower invites everyone to check out the mix
of things going on. It's worth a visit.
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Please contact Margaret Howe, Events Committee, on 01204 595265 for details on
these & other events, and Turton Tower on 01204 852203 for Blackburn with Darwen
Council events.
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Laugh ‘n’ Scratch
“A new era has just begun. It's early 1963 in a north of England town. Fashion is
fun for all. James Bond has made his debut on the movie screens. A new pop
group called The Beatles are creating a sensation. They have embarked on their
first U.K. tour. They are due to play at the town's dance hall. Stuart is a naive
teenager. He starts a job as a trainee projectionist at the local cinema. He
encounters eccentric colleagues with dark secrets to share. Amongst them are a
crooked cinema manager and a paedophile projectionist. A clairvoyant cleaner
predicts his future with uncanny accuracy. When Stuart meets Suzie, a teenage
usherette, his coming of age begins. The naive teenagers fulfill a final prophecy
when they come face to face with The Beatles.”
It is presently for sale on Amazon.com at £6:00 per paperback copy.

Also by Peter Farley :
“The Red Tabs” : South Africans at war in East Africa & the Western Desert,
1940 - 1942
“Mysterious Tales from Turton Tower”
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The following is a copy of a hand written document in the Schofield Papers*, catalogue
number ZSC/6/17 held in the Bolton Archives, reproduced by kind permission of Bolton
Archives and Local Studies Service.
*Miss Alison Schofield, formally of Bromley Cross 1925 – 1999.
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“Notes on Turton Tower
Its History and Associations
Compiled by Sir Lees Knowles Baronet”
“Turton is really a contraction of Tower Town and Turton Tower, whence the name is
derived, is an interesting and valuable memorial of the past.
No doubt, originally there was merely a single tower, of the kind known as Peel Towers
so common in ancient times in the borders, a Peel Tower being a small square tower with
turrets at the angles, and with a door raised considerably above the ground. The lower part
where the cattle were kept was generally vaulted.
The Tower a single rectangle of stone probably about three stories in height with walls
about four feet in thickness, was placed close to the banks of a stream. There is no architectural feature remaining to determine the precise date of the original walls, which are of a
somewhat rough order, with large quoin or corner stones. The ashlaring, or facing, used to
cover
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walls of rubble, is very irregular, large stones being packed with small ones. The masonry,
however, is in a singularly perfect state of preservation.
At the north-west corner of this rectangle are the remains, perfect still at the top of a vice. A vice
is a newel or central shaft of a winding staircase. It is not quite apparent whether this is a part of
the original
Page 2
structure, or whether it was added when, towards the close of the Feudal period, the Tower may
have been converted into a more comfortable residence by the introduction of mullioned
windows, which probably were substituted for the previous loops and arrow-slits. At the north
east corner of the battlements in the earliest part of the building, may still be seen the shaft of
the garderrobe for the soldiers. This is perfect, but its outlet at the base is now concealed. The
garderobes in the walls were cut at a later date.
The first change seems to have taken place in the fifteenth century, when windows,
apparently of two lights on the two lower floors or storeys and one light above, iron-barred and
shuttered, but without glass, were introduced, and when, according to clear evidence, there were
three low storeys in the building. At this time, the extent of the Tower was still only a rectangle.
This is clearly shown by the remains near a pantry door of a window almost entirely destroyed,
and by the further remains of a window; now internal - above it. Both of these were on the
original north face of the Tower. Two of the windows of this date on the ground floor, one on
the upper floor, and five on the original top floor still remain blocked up, but all of these last are
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not easily visible. At the same time the lower portion of the present kitchen wing was added,
and most probably the garderobes cut in the thickness of the original walls. The kitchen wing
consisted of a two storeyed building, with a heavily timbered pitched roof. It had three detached
and large chimneys in the centre, and two corbelled from the west wall. The grotesque label
terminations, or projecting mouldings, now existing on most of the windows of this wing are
modern, and belong to the restoration of 1831 to 1844. With regard to the erection of the circular
stair case, the evidences are conflicting, and a removal of the plaster would alone enable a
judgment to be formed.
The Tower did not long continue in the condition so far indicated. In the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, and probably towards the close of it, vast changes were made, with a view of bringing
up its comfort to the more luxurious standard of these days. The old floors were taken out, and
the storeys raised, so that two occupied nearly the whole space of the former three, and a new
storey added. Large three, four and five light transomed windows, heavily mullioned, were
substituted for many of the previous ones,
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and a new entrance and entrance hall was erected on the north side of the Tower, with a half
timbered storey of two gables over it. It is not quite clear whether the present oak staircase was
erected at this period or not, in any case, it has been tampered with since. The former winding
stone staircase must have become dilapidated, for small rooms of no importance were secured
by it destruction through the two lower flights, and the oak staircase was substituted for it. The
entrance hall acquired its present form between 1835 and 1844 when it was recased in deal, with
elaborate carving in the barge-boards, which project from the gables, hiding the horizontal
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timbers of the roof, and are quite foreign to the original more solid and monumental work. In
1844 the third story was raised over the kitchen wing, and the half timbered gable in deal
which is at right angles to the entrance, was built. There is no clear evidence to show when the
existing window was introduced in the morning room, and the curious chimney, of a factory
type raised. It is quite clear that considerable changes have taken place in the north wall of this
room. The present wall does not occupy the ancient position, but it cannot be traced unless excavations for foundations are made.
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Referring more particularly to details, especially of the interior, it is generally to be noted that
the eighteenth century restorations have largely interfered with the antique interest of the
building, so far as the outside is concerned. In the morning room, the panelling, although it is
for the most part old, has been adapted to the room. The panelling in the Dining room was
introduced from Middleton Hall, Nr Manchester, it is fine work of its kind. The mantlepiece and
ceiling are modern. In the drawing room an old fifteenth century window on the east side with
its ancient shutters can now be examined by opening a door in the panelling. The vestibule
entrance to the drawing room is modern. An ancient fireplace was found on the second floor
which has been altered very much and the old corbels which used to carry the roof are now
unoccupied.
The following is a brief record of the family ownerships of the Tower and Manor as disclosed
by documentary evidence.
In the time of King John – Roger Fitz Robert & Henry D. of Lancaster Early 15th Century – 1628
Orrell, 1628 – 1769 Chetham, 1769 – 1814 Greene, 1814 – 1835 Frere, 1835 – 1890 Kay, 1890
– 1903 Appleton, 1903 Sir Lees Knowles.
It thus appears that the Orrell family were responsible for the earlier outside features of the
Tower, & also the alterations in 2, Elizabeths reign, and that the Kays family were responsible
for the 19th century restorations.
These notes were compiled by Sir Lees Knowles”
R.D.B.
Reading the above description of Turton Tower, we see again how there were and still are, many interpretations, understandings and questions of how the Tower developed, its features etc., and at the same time interesting to read Sir Lees Knowles’ impressions and regard for the house.

Part of a sketch map of the
Turton area written about by
Sir Lees Knowles & Alison
Schofield which will be included
in the next newsletter.
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A long time ago I mentioned putting together a recipe book containing recipes sent
in from members of FoTT. I apologise that this is taking so long, but it has not been
forgotten. If you have any recipes you would like to share, please send them along as we
need many more.
Below is a recipe I intend to include which I use every year at this time. It’s easy to
make and many friends always welcome a bottle in the autumn.

Blackberry Liqueur
Makes approx. 2 pints /1 litre
2 lb. ( 1 kg. ) fresh or frozen blackberries
1 pint ( 600 ml ) red wine
1 lb ( 500g ) castor sugar
½ pint ( 250 - 300 ml ) brandy
Put the blackberries and wine into a stainless steel or enamel saucepan.
Bring to the boil, reduce the heat & simmer for 15 to 20 minutes until the fruit is
soft.
Our the fruit into a muslin-lined sieve, placed over a bowl, and allow to drain until
the fruit stops dripping.
Pour the juice into a clean saucepan and add the castor sugar. Stir over a low heat
until the sugar has completely dissolved.
Remove from heat, allow to cool and then stir in the brandy.
Pour into clean bottles and seal with a screw top or cork.
Store for 1 to 2 months before drinking.

A little less sugar can be used if wished - adding about ¾ lb. Instead of 1 lb.
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I hope you enjoy reading the articles as much as I have. Although this is often
mentioned, it is incredible how much time and work contributors have given to
the making of this newsletter and to previous ones. The comments we hear and
receive are very complimentary and enthusiastic.
Material for the November newsletter should be in by November 5th. If you wish
to contribute articles and photographs or have any suggestions, ideas, comments, please send to maggbragg@gmail.com. Ally’s information on Turton
football ground might hopefully be one item.
As mentioned in the May newsletter, Jan Rhodes sjrhodes@sky.com now
sends out the newsletters, so please contact Jan if you have any queries or
problems receiving either postal or email copies.
FoTT Committee felt that as the newsletter can be found on the website, there
is no longer any need for a form to subscribe to them, so this facility is now removed from the website.
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